
Items We Found 
=HARTH, Winter MW 

The diagram includes five items we found on our 18. 

Across 
 1 Officially naming and copying rebuilt 

Pinto inside 
 6 Slithering serpents' sass 
 10 California steps in for United Nations 

in one-of-a-kind Mediterranean vessel 
 11 A mineral public school and university 

placed in an athletics facility 
 13 Bluffs mark the last part of a letter 
 14 What you need to catch a former 

candidate 
 15 Dairy product preserved without the 

last bit of ice 
 16 Disgruntled cop nuked a dessert (two 

words) 
 17 Showed off bird with one trainer? 
 19 Something self-evident: don't wear 

undergarments in this part of the 
hospital (hyphenated) 

 22 Unconstrained, awkward feeler about 
abscess 

 24 Mongooses in Maine, confusing skater 
 27 Brutal battalion brings back instrument 
 29 Ahab's ultimate tool for piercing blubber 
 31 Electronic music maker to chant backwards? 
 32 Is Rebecca initially spilling ale in the 

country? 
 33 Farmhouse newscaster's finale moved to 

front 
 34 Keeps time in painful places 
 35 You broke an awful 29 rule 
 36 The man notices a pie, getting an advantage 

over others (two words) 

Down 
 2 Fear in ship: "An iceberg!" 
 3 Where to find the elements of edible apricot 

concoction 
 4  Snug, naked, and transparent, like some 

families 
 5 Radical rages with parts of the machine 
 6 Govern poorly, before and after spat that 

gets too big 

 7 At the limits of tragedy, princess's nemesis 
is intensely competitive (two words) 

 8 Use a stew for him! 
 9 A ruler's disorganized and dreamlike 
 10 Fenced-in residences--burn 'em out 24/7, say 

(two words) 
 12 "Olden Times" featuring dramatic lead in 

boisterous, idle games (two words) 
 18 See introduction 
 20 Vitamin regimen in operation: E, A and D, 

yes? 
 21 She appreciates beauty set off by hot 

summer in France 
 23 Take in what a winner might do and admit 

one was wrong (two words) 
 25 Buckwheat groats (cores of yukky grain) 

crusted the pan 
 26 Conceal waistband inside shirt?  Just the 

opposite! 
 28 Rioting idolaters without one guide 
 30 Offer a drink, and hear an annoying 

complaint 


